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ed to attend
The leasnows are well known in
be
materially
reficer. Dr. J. A. Caraway.
the railroad crossing and the She hits been in ill health for some ctum&
this vicinity, having engaged in the
The executive committee is comPeople who live in glass houses school and church residential sec- time, and her injury, with compliA pessimist usually believes all posed of Fred Maillie, Joe White. mercantile business here for a
are able to walk bareheaded in the tion there, in order to eliminate cations. places her in a critical that he can
number of years. Their many friimagine
and
his
imaginCecil
Moss, Dr. J. A. Caraway and ends extend sympathy tc them in
sun
dust,
condition.
ation is epotted.
R. E. Ranklin.
their bereavement.
(1,1.11. 1),
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cot 0urso At The Orpheuns
Theatre Saturday
'site 11 P. .11.

Agreement of the Fulton
County Candidates
In vice of the Corrupt Practice Act and the custom in other
counties of the Coninioneealth of Kentucky and having consideration] for the voter. and not wanting to annoy them on elec-

hill.' daeghter. Martha Jane, of
Wally Vil I. v spent Simi:A.4v 'were
ing with Mr and Mra Cornell
Stephens.
Maken Tiansdell of near Paducah is spending a few days with
I is sister, Mrs Cornell Stephen,:
Miss Celia Maynard of Chapel
Hill and Cody Harper were recently married In Detroit where
(bye will make their !Rime.
Miss Margaret Maynard called to
see Mrs. Alvenia Boulton Thursday afternoon.
Bud Ramsey was shot by a stray

tem day end oelieving in a fair election, we the candidates of
Fulton County, subject to the action of the Democratic Primary
Election un August 7, 1937, in meeting assembled, do hereby
agree to the following conditions and bind ouraelvea to abide by
same.

Delving into the supermatural
that the unknown region where inexplicable actions transpire. Durso
the Great will present one of the
weirdest performances ever seen
on a local stage at the special midnight show in the Orpheum Theatre on Saturday Nite at 11 P.M.
"I am net a spiritualist, nor are
I a vaudevillian". says Durso. "My
presentation is a repudiation of
materialism. You may expect to be
convinced that the shadows of the
material can stand apart from it.
as the spirit or soul of man exists
without regard for time or space,
though the body dies and mingles
with common clay. My offering is
an attempt to look behind the veil.,
to gate into the valley of the shadow, and sec what goes beyond."
Defying the laws of various
sciences. Durso will cause tables.
chairs, and other objects to rise
and float through the air. "with
the greatest of ease."
In harmony with the stage presentation. the
midnight
show's
screen offering will be "The HOLiA"
f Danger."

any banner on their car.

each candidate contribute his proportional part of the amount necessary to pay those who haul voters on election day
in any of the precincts at the rate of 20c for each
voter so hauled in any of the precincts outside of
It is agreed that

the corporate limits of the town of Hickman and
the corporate limits of the town of Fulton and
that each hauler be paid for each voter he hauls
to the polls within the corporate limits of either

the sum of 10c for each voter sO

hauled.
It is agreed that the method used for
tabulating the voters hauled in order that each
hauler may be paid for the ones so hauled that
whenever anyone hauling a voter to any of the
polling places that he be required to point out to
the person at the polling place or checker, the
ones he haulc on each trip and the checker will
keep account thereof and report same to J. E.
Atteberry, who is in charge of the financial end
and receive his check in pay thereof, which w ill
be done at the earliest possible moment.
3.

- 4.

ft IS further agrees

t two committees
account
of the number of voters hauled at each voting
place in the County.
be appointed to select a checker to
keep

J. E. ATTEBERRY
Chairman

is

Mr. and Mrs W. G. Webb, Mee
C M. Boulton called on Mrs John
Burrilw Wednesday afternoon,
who has been quite ill
George Cooley has been tieing
some repairing on Chapel Hill
church for the last week
Mrs. Russell Boat and children
of Detroit are spending a few
weeks with Mrs Roy Boaz and her
sister
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Stephens
and children are spending a few

days with her fettle, coal neither,
Mr. 1111(1 Mrs Alf leillehiew.
Mr MP I 'Or, I.ae. trip t. Howvtlia,
,
rind chlidien. NIr and eti • Chart
)4411111
'
Stennis and daughter, Lillian, Mr.
end MrS w IS Webb dts,1 Mrs. C.
el floulten, Mr and Me: Lehman
leaden) end KVIIIICtill, Mr arid Mrs.
John D. McKinney and daughters,
Lee Betts, Mrs Russell Bea, mat
little rinughter, Martha Sue, went to
iteelforit Lake Sunday and spent
the day. A delightful lunch was
served at neon Boat riding and
swimming were enjoyed.

TO THE VOTERS OF FULTON and HICKMAN COUNTIES:

any banner around any polling place and that
those who haul voters be requested not to wear

of the two towns

but

IT IS NOT THE BIG-HEADED AND MONSTROUS CORN-BORER,
THE In DRO-HEADED AND MONSTROUS POLITICAL MACHINE THAT WATERFIELD IS ABOUT TO KILL AND DRIVE OUT
OF FULTON AND HICKMAN COUNTIES THAT IS WORRYING AND
HAS THE GOVERNOR AND HIS COHORTS SO BOTHERED.

1. It is agreed that no candidate will have
any person working for him at the polls on election day by handing out cards or any other manner and that the candidates discourage this practice and that no candidate will place or tack up

2.

!pellet Saturday ofterneen

Tonight. Friday and Friday night, political propaganda and erroneous statements will be trade
and circulated by those who wish to see me defeated for purely personal and political reasons.
Many malicious statements have been made in this campaign in an effort to malign and discredit
me that are absolutely unfounded and untrue.
I trust that the paid agents of the administration will not see fit to spread political propaganda
and make statements to you during there last days and night as they have in the past week in an
effort to mislead you.
I want you to know that I am and e ill be a friend and a supporter of any good and worthwhile
governmental progran that you are for and that will benefit you. I am not against the administration in any Wort thev MAy make to give you better government, better roads, better
schools. old age pensions and other constructive legislation. I am strongly in Liver of all these
things.
I believe in primary elections and I believe that they should be free. My character, qualifications
and desire to be of service to you is open for in vestication. I believe that you have a right to
vote the dictates of your conscience and I ask that you exercise your SO% ereiKn right and cast your
ballot as your best judgment dictates on August 7.
Since you have a primary I do not believe that the administration should attempt to tell you
who you should vote for or attempt to misinform suuui a few days before the etre tion y. ith
malicious and untrue statements. This campaign has been going on tor leo months II the
would-be
political bosses had anything other than propaganda and misleading and untrue statements
to
make about me they would have made them long ago and they would net have to
be using such
statements as their Corn-Borer statement in an ciiiirt to intimidate me and the
political dictators
would not be bothered about how you were going to vote in order that they might
further their
personal political ambitions and further perfect their political machine.

CHAPEL HILL NEWS
Mrs. C. M Boulton is home again
after spending several months in
Detroit. Mich., with her daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Webb of Detroit. Mich. is spending a couple of
- weeks with her brother and sister
Mr and Mrs Paul Roper and
children of Fulton spent Sunday
with her mother and father, Mr. and
Mrs. A. L. Roper.
Mr and Mrs. Omar Smith called
on Mrs. C. M. Boulton last Monday
evening.
Mr. arni Mrs. John D McKinney
and children, Mr. atteiAleitoLawrence
Bowen and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Charley. Stallins and H J Boulton of Clinton. ni. spent Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Lehman Boulton.
Mrs. C. M. Boulton and Mrs W
0 Webb spent Wednesday with
Mrs Charley Stallins.
Mr and Mrs. W. G Webb. Mr
and Mrs Lehman Boulton and
Kenneth and Mrs. C M Boulton
went to Reelfoot Lake Friday and
tient the day.
Mr ate! Me-, Troy Duke and
t

The above agreement leas approved by all the
candidates
1/111

cool.

411

want you to know that if you commission rne as your Representative to represent your
business
and your interest 1 shall do that, I shall do the things you want done and for you.
I want to be
of service to y 1 M and I shall vote for you and not for the Governor or any other
individual in Kentucky. I shall represent you that I may have yeur respect and confidence
and that I may place
myself in a position that should the opportunity ever present itself I might
step up a little higher
in life.
I

If when I shall have returned from Frankfort the people of Fulton and Dickman
counties ma'.say of me "Well done good and faithful servant," I shall have achieved the
ambition that motivates me in making this rate.

Respectfully

submitted,

HarryLWat
, erfield
REPRESENTATIVE
Eli.Tft\

ORPHEUM

N I) IncK V.IV col - N TIEN

•TIII THE' %Till of HITS"

There's Economy in Having
Your Car Properly Reconditioned

SU/Iday-Meflday
HURRY—ONLY TWO DAYS

Another Great Hit From—
The Same Company that gave you
One In A Million." **Wake Up and ,
Live" and *Thanks A Million"

sp:t10N
•411

./.

_COT/1.4
EYERY70Wira"
ALICE FAYE
'ZITZ Brothers
Don AMECHE
WINNINGER
LOUISE NOVICK
RUBINOFF
TONY MARTIN
arm •11.40•4 •••..-3
TIP ma la len NNW
00111.1.11 elms we

The new spring seasen demands

that you have your car
thoroughly checked and reconditioned, and our shop is
completely equipped to render competant repair service
that eel
assure you of greater safety and more mileage
from your automobile. Our business ba.s been built upon the
satisfaction given
our customer._.

Let is live your car a thorough Keine ever before you start
on your vacatien, or that Ione be.inees
trip.

BEAR WHEEL and CHASSIS
ALIGNMENT
.vares Wear and Tear on Your Tires and Car

No •

Tl'ESDAY
0 LI
ontanueas From tem

)0, On the Stage
In Person

"RIO GRANDE
RANGERS"
STARRING

Logan Sisters
.'ERA

Brady Bros. Garage

pull

CEJCIPNT
UR
Y
alKI
go PROOF * DISTILL.W

FROM
DEE RIO. TEXAS

T4Obil GRAIN • CENTURY DISTILLING CO. PEORIA. lee

C.& G. DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

You've Seen Them In
Pictures—Now See
Them In Persen'.

-41100111010mumwmilirSa.....•-•

s.

THE

N0 ni AL
GENT
ARDt'it

WHOLESALE DISTRIBI* l'oRs
Fult(m,h'r:fucu.
!:
Phone 217
State Line Street
04
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oat mother,
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I. C. NEWS

REUNION AT HOME OF
REDMON BURTON SUNDAY

Mr. Ii.
W. Williams, Train
Master, is enjoying his annual %Ilea thin sit the present., having spent
the first part of this week, together with his family, with his
daughter, Mrs. Virgil Chapman in
Howling Green.
Mr J. J. Hill, Assistant Train
Master, and bride have returned
fraan Fairdia where they spent
their honeymoon
Mr. W II Purcell. Supervisor,
was in Jackson Wednesday of this
week, on official business.
Mr J. W. Kern, Superintendent,
Paducah. accompanied by his Secretary. Herbert Williams, Jr., was
in Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. G. J. Willingham, Train Master. Bluford
District, attended
Staff Meeting in Superintendent
Hamiltons office, Carbondale. Wednesday of this week.
Mr. J. E. Hutcherson, Conductor,
and wife, are spending their vacation on the Gulf.

ER,
APUT
ND

made

a

.'edit
anda
ii an

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Jolley and
little daughter of Detroit, Mich.. returned
home Wednesday after
spending two weeks with their parents. Mr nad Mrs. Toni Jolley of
the Bowers community.

A reunion was held at the home
(if Mr. and Mrs. Rialmon Burton,
five miles east of Martin, August
1. given in honor of his uncle,
George Ridgeway rind wife, daughter Lorene, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Winton and daughter. Betty Joe. all
of Pickett, Ark.
Dinner wag
spread on the lawn with about
fifty guests present. Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Johnson, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Lassiter. Elysen
Jones, Lorene Hazelwood and children of Martin: Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Tomlinson of Paducah; Mrs. Jennie Douglas of Chicago; Mr. anti
Mrs Marvin Prince and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Phillips of
Fulton; Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Brown
and family, Mr and Mrs. J. C
Briggancr and snn. Mr. and Mrs
I. P. Are, Mr. and Mrs. Thelbert
Phillips of Fulton; Miss Lucille
Burton of Martin. Mr and Mra.
Redmon Burton and family.

etter
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THIS IS STATION P-I-C-K-L-E BROADCASTING FROM EAST STATE WE
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY and SATURDAY

AIN

•sr t

<

_

19

PEAS, Any Kind. Any Flavor. Pound
lc
POLE REANS, Fresh Butter Beans. lb.
Sc
TOMATOES. Extra Nice. 3 lbs.
8c
CARROTS. N:ce Bunchts, 2 for
9c
LETTUCE, Jainba Heads, 2 for
13c
PEACHES, Nice, Soft, Raskut
1Sc
CANTALOUPES, Nice.
1 for 17c
APPLES. Fine for Pies, Gallon
15c
BAN ANAS, Golden Ripe, Dozen
12c
LEMONS. Sour, Juicy, Dozen
26c
ORANGES. Full-04nice, Do:en
22c
ONIONS. Fancy White or Yellow, 1 lbs.
1.ie
SOUR PICKLES. Quart Jar
1k
SALAD DRESSING, Wishroore,Sterling gt. 22e
QUAKER OATS. Large Box
.?2c
FIG BARS, Cakes, Pound
7k
VANILLA WAFERS,Pound
lie
PIMENTOS, 7 Oz, Can. Each
toe
BREAKFAST BACON, Fancy Sliced. lb. 29c
LIGHTHOUSE CLEANSER, 3 Cans
7thBIG BEN SOAP. Giant Bars. 7 for
29c
FRIERS,24b. Average, Full Dressed. lb. 29c
JELL-O, Any Flavor, Package
_
6c
•Watch This Al)for the Big Opening/

TR/ED AND PROVEN

:
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NORTHMOOR
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STRAIGHT
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CENTURY
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The Baptist meeting is now in the MISS STAHR ENTERT
AINED
second week. There has been good AT LOWE'S BANQU
ET HALL
STIR A I
attendance all through. The Rev.
Miss Ruth Sanger of Hickman
tit•i00
Marvin Hall of Lewisburg. Ky.. is was hostess to a well
t.
preaching splendid sermons which Monday night at planned dance
Lowe's
BOURE
Cafe.
:L.
accounts for the good crowds.
complimenting Miss Jean Stahr
TRINIG1
Mr. and Mrs. G. D. Owensby and who is on her vacation
from
St.
children and Mrs Ethel O'Conner Thomas Hospital's Nurse
Training
returned to their homes in Detroit in Nashville. Tenn
I Sw.illY
BOUR130
after a week's visit with their sisThose who attended were: the ,
ters in Water Valley.
hostess. Mr. and Mrs. Tom Kelly.
Bennett School was opened Mon- Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Mr. and ,
day week with MISS June Gomm Mrs Joe Burnett, Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. !
as teacher.
Richard Goalder. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ernestine Cloyes S pent Mon- Warwick Hale. Misses Frances
GE NT URI
Am day with Polly Cloyes.
berg. Mary Helen Henry. Martha ,
Miss Imogene Purcell of Troy. Kirkman, Ruth Sanger. Calista
-.1TR
Tenn.. is a visitor in the home of Johnson, Agnes Johnson
NORTHW
. Katheryn
Mrs. McCastlain.
Ruth Stahr. Katherine Rodgers. SaRev. MeCastlain took the Boy rah Pearier. Katheryn Ruth
tiOLIRB
JohnScouts to Reelfoot Lake last week son. and Tansil Clark:
• sTRAI
Messrs. J
on their annual jamboree.
C. Bondurant. William Johnstcs
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Bard and Mrs. E. D. Johnson, Jr.. Newlin
Clai •
III I SKE.Y
Leila Coletharp attended the Soap Thomas Stone. James
Amberg, W
RA I GHT BOUF
Box Derby at Paducah Sunday.
H. Butt. Jr.. Robert Travis. Jars.
Miss Helen McAlister returned Allen Mitchell
from a week's visit with Mrs. Jes- Gene Fisher, . Frank Rodgei
Charles
Curtin.
Jimsie Gardner.
mie Shaw. Wendell Choate. Rudy
Dr. and Mrs. C. G. Bard and Calvin. James
Calvin. and M. E.
daughter spent Sunday in Nash- Shaw. Jr.
ville. While there they visited the
Hermitage
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Hatchel. Mr. PARTY FRIDAY AFTERNOON
and Mrs Earl Bard. Mr. and Mrs. FOR MRS. INZA BATTS
Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mrs. Wade
Ben P. Bennett. Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Joyncr were hostesses to a well
Bard, Mrs. Charles ilaskell and pl
anned hrid!se party
daughter, Mrs. Leila Bard and
Friday afterdaughter and Miss Irna Mae Steph- noon at the home of Mrs. Taylor
DISTILLING CO , PIOIIA, Ill.
ens visited graduation recital of on Fourth Street. complimenting
Miss Margaret Bard in Fulton Sat- Mrs. Inza Batts of Centralia. Illinois, who is visiting friends and
urday night.
These on the sick list are Mrs. relatives here.
Two tables of players were pre- I
Virginia Singleton, Russell Singleton. Turner Clark. Uncle Henry sent who enjoyed serial games of !
progressive contract. At the conCross and Mrs. Jolur Cole.
Those improving are Mrs. Luther elusion of the games high score was
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Tones. Prather Adams. Mrs. Torn held by Mrs. Chester Caldwell of
Union City who received lovely
Lamb and Mrs. Eva Murchison.
hose
prize.
as
State
The honoree was al- I
Line Street
Phone 217
Elirabeth Bennett of Fulton is
Fulton, Kg.
the guest of Miss Martha Haskell.
•••••
Several from Water Valley attended the picnic and speaking at
Fancy Farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Bard and daughter of Memphis were the guests of
Mrs. Leila Bard and Mrs. Clara
Yates Sunday and Monday.
Mr and Mrs. Leon Culpepper are
the proud parents of a son born
Tue,day night. August 3.
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AIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY

Ld Your Orli/

rooL

Taste Tell You"

E. Slate Line

?e Much Easier

COOL

ORPHEUM
•ITIE THEATRE OF HIT'.

housekeeping
for you
u'ith

SPECIAL SHOW
• SATURDAY 11 P. M.
SUNDAY and MONDAY

IT WILL SEND
SHIVERS DOWN
YOUR SPINE
cppOKS'
OttLLS.

dP•P •

Oa. Ita' s.T-aaa
DURSO'S /
1
41 IONITE

POOK SHOW
i,t

. dad you certainiv can enjoy its

gultantarel even oa a 1431 modest income
OU CAN reduce the time you spend in the kitchen msm

y

hours each wad: by using electric cooking. You'll ho'. .1
cleaner, cooler kitchen. l'ou'll have less housework and
more opportunits for Irisure. You'll get highly satisfactory
cooking results v.ith meats, ‘egetahles, breads, pies, cakes.

/
1
4'1

its

ELECTRIC
COOKING
.

I,
4

Flactric ..aa.A.ing is very economical. A majority of the
families (now more than 1,250,000) using it arc folks in moderate eirainistanets, with the wises doiog their own housework.
CAsme in tomorrow for a full explanation of the advantars
See our lint- ot \‘ taring/salsa and flotpoint
range&
LINA dealers sell other standard maLcs.

s't

maim

Let Us Prow ii T

NOT WATER

CH

JUST

CENTS A

A

PEW

DAY

u!

KENTUCKY U

ON Ma

"NOISE OF DANCER"

All THE

1 YOU NE ED*174itied/

See 'nor
1.11444 Doak?

Your clecttical servant,
REDDY KII OWATT

VTO A Pan y
TI Yea e*sa•
4Inse 'Tom 119.
Afrawl 111.
Name Au 111)
rarews•11

RCM._ E'S GROCERY
Phones 229-2.?; Free Delivery

STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
01
,,,t 0,et
"A HOME MAN"

& G. DISTRIBUTING COMPANY

YOUR VOTE WILL
BE APPRECIATED

IRISH POTATOES NICE, 10 Pounds

.1...Hampton

TH1Auum .

• SOCIETY •

switIMIIMINIIIMIIIIMMINININII

RE-ELECT

SCATES LEAVES FOR
COLUMBUS
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Scates and
children ,Jane and J. Mack, left
Tuesday for Colurni,us. Mississippi where they will make their
home. Mr. &gates is connected with
the Pepsi-Cola Company there.

WATER VALLEY NEWS

OSIC.

you
alic
d-be
S to
such
(ors
heir

so pr(seois II 'Lass.
iAssairisr..
Late in the afternoon the h,
esses served a refreshing ice ciao Sc (
to the following the hontirets Mrs.
Caldwell, Mrs. Abe Thompson, Miss
Lena Evelyn Taylor, Mrs. Vella
Segui, Mrs. Frank Wiggins. Mi
Idelle Batts, and Mrs. liorris
en tine.
MRS. INZA BATTS RETURNS
Mrs. Inza Batts will return this
week-end to her home in Centralia.
Illinois after spending
several
weeks in Fulton with Mr
or
Mrs W W. Batts and family La
their home in Fair Heights

RETURNS FROM NEW ORLEANS
Misses Margaret Hardin, Rachel
Hunter Fialdridge, and Betty Ann
Riad have returned from a vaca
The title of the Twentieth Century-Fox musncal, "You Can't Have
tom trip to New Orleans.
Everything," forces Don Ameche to choose between ALICE FAYE
(left)
and LOUISE HOVICK. The Ritz Brothers do the electioneering,
and the
cast also features Charles Wmninger, Rubinoff and his violin,
and Tony
Martin.

VOTE FOR

bile

(;.1)' P.111ADE OF PERSONALTIES IN "YOU
CAA"T HAVE EVERYTHING.
'AT ORPHEUM
FOR ONLY 7'WO DAYS, SUN.-MON., AUG. 8-9

COMP.k•1S
111C0/111,11M11CD

ARM T

Tv.Saalika.

SON. Nampa

..sic44W"'

•

11.

• ••nr-tw•lea-,-..-:....rr.nyrttletotnr.

•
•
4•14.4141.. leti••
•—•••••044.

1:11,1()N (*()VNTY NENVS, 1.11 ToN
Hasa, 'Messrs. Jack Monger. C A •10 night with ia
Myra Serail*
at her home on Pesti Street. Mrs.
Mad, Jr , James Cardwell. L.
Bolan, Williur Lee Wrather, Ray Earl Collins was joint hostess
WOMAN'S COUNCIL OF
\visit's's, Hay Bunter, Coffman 0
The int•et mg was opened with
CHRISTIAN CHURCH MEETS
mar, Had Dean Campbell. all of prayes
hy the president, Mrs. J A.
The Woman's Council of the First Fulton.
11(91110,4a ‘vho preshit•ti over the
Christian Church met Monday afineenng The secreitasy, Mrs. !bight'
ternoon when they al•re the guests
KENNEDY
the peramal
Rushtan, checked
of Circle No I at the home of
tii
interest
A marriage of much
minute's of
Mrs. J. L. Buckingham in High- their friends hero is that of Miss services and read the The coil
the previous meeting.
lands.
Mu.
of
daughter
Dawn
Hagler,
Nell
was called to which thirteen reThe chairman, Mrs. Lon Bernal- and Mrs. S A Hagler of Fulton, gular members answered.
ger. presided over a lengthy busi- ta Mr. V .1 Kennedy of Providence,
The program was in charge of
ness session. Plans to raise the Ky.
Mrs. Iliachin•. She was assisted
$500.00 pledge of this group were
k II graduate of
discussed and eael• nullities was Etaksi !hit 5!'.!.ala a of 1938. by Mrs. Ce it Ai Iliad, Mrs. ClifMrs Jahn Reeks
given a plate a hich is to be fill1.1-•
sitcntling Murray ton Hamlett. and
ed with donations and returned at State Teachers College, for the A %say interesting ittle study was
heSe topic
a later ii,'I'. Arrangements for Hat N o :sea l s The gri,0111 also given l ,y Miss Svcri
the birthday party Which will be siieadisi !thins'," Colege, and is of dii..cossion was. •'. sivations"
held at the church in September fOrIIWIlv. of Morganrield. Ky.
At the close of the mogram
were made and a hasaar was planlightful refreshments were served
ned for Thanksgiving.
to tht• na mhers and two N'kltIOUS,
WOLBERTON-(1LASER
Mrs. Jake Middlesten, clsarman
Mrs 0 C. Wolherton announces MI's. ZOIlla Moss and Miss Betty
of the program cam:valet,, was in the marriage of her daughter, Gordein Amok].
charge of the program and gast. a Mary Louis to Mr. Charles RuThe next meeting of this cirvery interesting review of the work dolph Glaser of Hickman. Ky., son
among the people in the Kentucky ar Mrs. G. It Glaser of Hickman. cle will he held Monday night,
Mrs.
mountains. Mrs. Laura Browder Tao eareisany was performed Sun- August 16. at the halite of
gave a sketch of their work in a:1y evenmis August I, ;It the home Paul Jones, at a hilt time a pieParaguay.
Ladd. pastor of Watch for 'The Road !lack'
Of the Rev. E. R
At the conclusion of the pro- thy
Preshytei sal
Cumberland
gram the meeting was dismissed Church The only attendants a
with benediction and the hostess
Mrs. Floyd Putman
assisted by her daughter. Miss
The taste k a croduste of ts •
Nell Buckingham, served delight- tun High Schoal. ani s.; of pest s
ful refreshments to the thirteen has many friends here to %Nash t
members present.
hapieness.
They will reside in Melia .
TUESDAY AFTERNOON CLUB
Ky , where the groom OW 11,
C
Mrs. L. 0. Carter thaiehtfuli • sn- onerates the G & G
tertained her bridge club Tuesday Company.
afternoon at her home in Fair
,of
Heights. The usual two whit
OTTIE MOON CIRCLE
Saturday. .luyust 7t1a.
inplayers were present which
The Lottie Mean Circle of the
cluded six members and these two East Baptist Church met Monday
GENE AI'l'1:1 in
visitors, Mrs. Martin Nall and night at the home of Miss Wile
Mrs. Ward McClellan.
Fourteen
Batts on Fair Heights.
At the conclusion of serial games regular members were present
of progressive contract high score with three visitors. Miss Oujda
for tae afternoon was held by Melt Vaden. Miss Carolyn Rudd.
Mrs. Nall who received a pie ser- and Miss Louise Altom,
ver as prize.
The president. Miss Ann Lee
Late in the afternoon the host- Cochran. called the meeting to
COMEDY—SERIAL
ess served delicious sandwiches order and presided over the busiand coca-cola.
ness session which was opened with
Sun.-Mon.. tug. 8-9
prayer by Miss Misnon Wrisht
MRS. READ HOSTESS
For the devotional a poem entitlTO THEATRE PARTY
ed "To Win The World" was read
Mrs. I H. Read delightfully en.- by Miss Cochran. Miss Agatha
MARY BRI.IN
tentained twenty-four friends with Gayle taught three chapters of the
a theatre party Manaay afternoon mission study book. "He That GivR/CHA RD PI RCELL
complimenting her home guest,' eth."
IV A RREN HEWER
The personal service reports
Miss Mary Neblett of Brownville,
Terns and Mrs. E W Mathis who were made, the minutes of the Iss•
Aug. 10-11
meeting were read, and the n
left Tuesday for California
"Ever Since Eve" was enjoyed was called by the secretary. "a
at Warner's Orpheum Theatre af- Mignon Wright.
'
FIRE
The meeting was closed
ter which the guests were taken to
Evans Drug Store where delicious sentence• prayer and a social hour
FLORENCE ROBSON
was enjoyed. during which time
refreshments were served.
the hostess served delicious sandOLIVER
LAWRENCE
_
wiches and tea.
ATTEND DANCE AT U. C.
Monbe
eall
meeting
next
The
Miss Dorothea liamilton enterThurs.-Fri., Aug. 13-11
tained with a dance Friday night day night. August la. at the home
Mrs.
with
Killebrew
Uel
Mrs.
of
at the Hamilton's Cafe in Union
City in honor of her visitor. Miss Russell Rudd, co-hostess.
Polly Raymond of W. K. S. T. C.
By Rudyard Kipland
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
and Corydon, Kentucky.
Among the one hundred and fifty CIRCUE IN MEETING MON.
With a Native Cast
The Annie W. Armstrong Circle
guests were Misses Maxine, Micca
As Big .4s a Circus
Monmet
Church.
Baptist
-the
Slianita-MeGehate.- -and- Bennie-

•SOCIETY•

—loc All Week—
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Mr. Virgil Kiag is doing mealy
daughter. Peggy Jane born Tizes- ! 11 T.
II thy Fulton Hospital.
,I rth St
I iii • ,\IIIMSt 3, at titer holve rent. l'..'
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Mr. Wyss Itruwilei ass admitted
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-- Mr. and Mrs. W. II Whisnit and, Miss Patriula n"l'art""11 4.r PaMr. Lee Keller, a member of
children of 1/allas, Tunas are vat- ulaaall visilad (Halals 4111(1 rtlatita's N..0. nod hawimil chili whit was
ding their parents, Mr. and Mrs.: la Fulton last waTk-e11,1
iiiiinisi
here Tuesday. is resting
,
,
Lee Hestia of the Crutchfield corn- , Nliss Katherine Koelling rt•turn- ,
'
•
ii Fourth Sheet '
i , I to her I , s ii•
triunity
Mr. Shelby Thiberts who is rearia days with
Mrs Lan Ilt•rninger and Miss allar slaa '
ceiving treatment is doing nicely.
jest,.
will
tee-day
%%dentin'.
Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Travis Dramas. of
i
ter spent last west of town announce the birth
i Fa idiot tar La Salle. Illinois ta
alna
with
ais
III
spend the yveekeind 11 III, III(' ((Wm- V. t ek
if a four pound daughter, barn
it her home Saturday at the Falton Huspital.
.frotlers ty
('I'S •-•i ill. El 1100 Bei iiiiwor
there.
has
Illmais
Mr, B. D. itamstiy of Route 2.
J.,e Long of Flara.
Miss Katherine ('eke has re. who received gunshot Saturday is
Islay y is.tttutg im Ealtan evil!, his
turned ti Memphis to resume- her resting well.
I' 'other Johnnie Long.
Mr. Leonard Hvasses of ClinWs.: Lucille Noffea is spending duties after spending her vaestian
tilts yeeck %kith friends and rela- in Fultan with her patents. Mr. and ton. Ky., has been admitted to the
Mrs Charles L. Ceola• in Fair- Is•spital
ticatment.
tives in Canaleston, Mo.
Mrs. Fred Wade was admitted to
Mr Dill Genus! is ill return to his view.
home in Fulham this week end after
Miss trent, Culp of Troy. Tennes- ilespital Tea•sday night for mediaisitine his mint mm Lisiisville. Ky. see has been visiting in Fulton, cal treat fluent.
Mr. W. T. Browning is doing
Miss alsry Canting hat this week 11W In tea' guest of her sister, Mrs.
for Lew -allies Ky . where she will taittayood. at her honie on Walnut nively in the hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Carnell Stephens
.-rx•licl a Week \A Ith lair aunt, Mrs. Street
A.
Mrs. \‘'alter Evans and daughter, mid daueliter, Leon Henderson,
Mrs. F. .1. Johnsan and little Si rthi 111ae, spt•nt last week -end in Misses Mnrie umud Eva Nell Brockof 'a ell went to Lynnville last Thursu
ase gests
of Dt•troit. Paducah. thi• hti
slaughter, 111m.y J.
Michigan haves returned home after 'Airs Erne<1 fliuuheil tilt. Thi'y Wtsre (las. evening to visit friends and
s ascamiainied home by Bohai,. Ina oast ivy .
'
sneer
spending a month with this !
yyho is spending this week
!wither, 1Mrs I. 1I alilner. of near
eptimist is the man who leaves
airs. Inidelnli
'i't Sarah
NI:le.
lass rtIts' !kakis/ley.. Stanley ;
Erne-a..11... spent Wednes- his office windows up on a cloudy
Janes and Ilenald Hall :mitered Iii day at Fulton tit the Evans !..anie night.
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Wash Frocks
77c
--BLANKETS-EACH

)01 I:
1111.\KETS
Nell

17 st

VER P/M / s
1ND s 11E,

Easy 11.«Ily
Payments Make
Purchasing Easy

Our Hosiery Club plan tif purchasins
hose reduces your hosiers cost. l'ou
tan purchase regular plated hose and
iamb time you buy la pairs yme zet (impair free.
The is erase cost of the 1! pairs ail'
determine the totality and grade ot the
free pair.

69c ..1.\!) 19e

SPECIALS
SA TUR/).-1 I

."'''' 19c
OIL CLOTH /".1"I.ard
MEN'S WORK SHIRTS 33c
to 10 .1,

I

-- S to 9 P M.

BLIT l'HAMBRAY--Al I. SI/Ia.
11110M 2 TO 3 P.M.

?sass -

I

FULTON, KY.

In
• Stitch
get her t•
dinars' •

Lou

St.
St.
(*hi
•

8 O'CLOCK

10C

55c
2Ic
25c

I;ED CIRCLE COFFE,rich and full bodied
BOK IR COFFEE,flavor supreme, pound

FRUIT JARS

JA(

liir

73c

PINTS—Dozen 62c
,-Gallons, Dozen 95c

23c
9c

10 lbs. 52c
22c

Large
SOAP BEADS
Pkg.
(Medium Pkg. 9c)

P.& G. LA NDRI SOAP.6 bars
I VOR) SOAP.2 medium bars lie:large bar

25c
10c

1 2-1101. D
01'R OW N
1),I,CKAGE
TIPPED
GOLDEN
nigh Bock Beverages, plus born( charge,3 quart bottles
CRISCO SHORTENING. 1-lb. can 21c; 3 1h. can
Large 11 2-lb.
SLICED
1.0.1F
Tops in Flavor—
Lou' in Price
W ALDORE TOILET TISSUE, roll
/144.'.11:( BLIGHT MATCHES,6 boxes

20c

A&P BREAD

•• ,•••

GRANT&COMPANY
422 LAKE STREET

Large
Pkg.

lIbcl's191;

SUGAR

.

4

Prom 9

$1.98to$3.98

OR KELLOGG'S
CORN FLAKES
SI'N NYFIELD l'OR‘ FL.1KES,Jumbo Package
JELL-O Gelatin Dessert, all flavors, package

TEA

Small Down
Payment—

POST TOASTIES

OXYDOL

1

In ttil
son be
careful!!
baby. '
foods
of na•at
vegetal
old Pee
they ni

Pt'RE CANE
(100-lb. Bag S5.10)
ANN PA GE SALAD DRESSIN G,formerly called Rajah,qt. .73c
10c
DEEP SE.1 FILLETS, boneless fish, pound

AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
Veirest styles in Vail(s and Secrsuckeo,
in all colors and sizes. S1.(0 values for-

ei
'Tiler (if I
meal, s
add tin
muffin

ALL PRICES 'NAILED DOWN TO STAY DOWN'
"""is
!
AND EFFECTIVE EVERY-DAY 1.11"
hange
(

141? r IPS, Porcelain lined, dozen
.1 I 1.i \(,S, Red Rubber. 2 package

HOSIERY

salt anti

4

No'Specials

UM BLUES"

"'ELEPHANT BOY"

mg pas
milk i
butte!

SUL

"ROUND-UP TIME
IN TEXAS"

OVER ENGLAND'

”TH

25c
59c
10C

"Maid
ALI.ES /.V A&P FIIES/1

11

POT ROAST "("(

e"1(

T MARKET'S

15c

11)1

COI NTRY STILE II'S %GE, pound
SLICED BoLoGN.1. pound
FRESHLY GROIA D. pound

22c
17e

BACON SQUARES, pound
SLICED BREAKFAST BA('OV.

27c
29c

GROUND BEEF

BANANAS FIR,)!, RIPE, A Sensational Value
GREEN BEANS "nME GROWN
NEW POTATOES
HEAD LETTUCE 60 SUE

15(

4POI'NPS 1k
poem)5c
10 mu vns
2 HEADS 4k
ass

ALIT FOOD STORES
INCORPORATED

...vs,•

"
6 1110Moriwor.
"

FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
SCRAPBOOK
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I CI,Oh
hikeel) thread
trom kinkmg, always kiwi the end
, first leaving the spool
When
. stitching heavy materials, like canvas or duck, rub soap along the places to be stitched and it ‘s ill not be
so hard on the machine.
----- Kitchen Kinks:
Metal teapots. if seldogi used,
shuold have a lump of sugar in them
to eliminate the musty lalor
To
remove rust from steel, rub the
steel with sweet oil, allowing it to
remain 24 hours, then sprinkle with
unslacked time and rub off
A delicious whipped cream substitute is
easily made by adding a sliced banana to the white of one egg and
beating until stiff. The banana
will completely dissolve.
-Beauty Hints:
Rubbing the skin once or twice a
day with ripe tomato dears the complexion
Buttermilk taken internally and also as a cleansing agent
will also accomplish the same purpose.

day afternoon.
Ti these will he added many
Odell Kingston has returned home special features presenting outstandfrom a few weeks visit in Detroit. ing Rodeo acts, not the least of
Mrs. Versa. Cannon and Mrs. which will be Roscoe Armstrong
Mag JIHIPS visited Mrs. Maude Can- and his "Bucking Ford" a comedy
ilv RAVNIOND PITCAIRN
:n al Thursday.
from start to finish.
utiona Chfiirman
Mrs. Lucille Palmer is some betOtt Saturday the automobile races
Sentinels 0/ the Republic
Week's Best Recipe:
ter at this writing.
will be the big feature. r nil speed
Recently the world noted, with a sort
OATMEAL MI'FFINS --One cup
The meeting at Old Bethel last demons from everywhere here to
of shocked surprise, that the r.'ar in
cooked ostmeal;
week was one of great interest. The c4implete for gold and glory.
, cups flour; 2
tablespoons sogar. 4 teaspoons baksermons were delivered by Reverend
Free wheis.,e,ii to the gratid,tand :ipain had entered inxin Its second year.
ing ism der: 1 7 teaspoon salt. 1-2 cur
During those tragic twelve inonth.s,
Edd BeShears with lit'V A. B. Ross is one of the attractive (tailors of
i,.oe
milk I egg. 2 ta1,1,:pisais melte,*
the Mid_South Fair. giving
leading the song seryie,.
50 i.tti ..,4 losses in lay have been sant-mu 0.
l*pl
them, whatever freedom the
butter Mix aird sift floor, sugar,
Mr. lienry Clark visited retail\i. how for 50 cent,
of Spain may haye enjuyed has
salt and baking poi.%hi alit one-half
in Fulton Saturday.
Make your plan; to come to Memberu
grievousl
y threatened.
omilk, egg \veil heaten, the remainThose who visited Mrs. 011ie phis for the big Mid-South Fair
For into the conflict have entered the
solltler of the mills
Cannon Saturday afternoon were: Sept. 13-18 inclusive
v ith the oat•
ai
innuencts and fun -es (it the two
meal. and heat 11,r•siebly, Then
Mrs. Aline Williams. Mrs Gladys
great enemies of Individual freedom—
add the butter. Bake in buttered
Cannon„ Mrs. Ruby Phillips, Mrs.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
communi
sm and Dictatorship. And
muffin rings or gem pan.
Meda Croft. Mrs. Estelle Brown,
-and Mrs. Mary Cavender.
"Spirit" is the • object of the u, him hever of the two may win in the
— --nd, the people tliedise:ves will los,
Mrs. Sallie Brown and Mrs. Myrtle Lesson-Sermon which will be read
The Family Doctor
Both those palitical products of a
Brown visited Mr. Bob Cannon in Churches of Christ, Scientist,
In taking rare of an elderly perThursday afternoon.
throughout the world on Sunday, distraught and frighz• :lea Europe are
son he sure to watch their diet as
Mary Beth and Larry Lee Can- August R. This includes Christian the enemies of that democracy which
carefully as you would that of a
ae of America revere. Both preach the
non visited Betty Jo Williams Science Society, Fulton, Ky.
baby. They require easily digested
, which
Monday morning.
holds regular services Sunday at 11 subjection of the individual man and
foods. A lessening in the amount
Mr. and Mrs. Adair Cannon a. m., and testimonial meeting aiiman to a donunast state or dictator.
of meat is urged and more green
have been busy papering their house Wednesday at 7:30 p. iii. Reading Both are repugnant to the basic princivegetables to take its place. Give
ple on which our own nation was
the past few days.
room in this location open Wednes- founded.
old people all the fruit and milk
Inspiration.
An
Addle
visited
Mrs.
Mrs.
Kitts
day
and
Saturday from 2 t , 4 0
they will eat.
God make my life a little light.
And whichever side wins faces a
Martha Cannon Sunday.
m. The public is cordially
hollow
Within the world to glow;
America can prove that
Catheri
Mrs.
ne
Croft,
Mrs.
sited
Ad.
to
attend
these services and So ran‘ictory.
In The Sewing Room:
A little flame that burneth bright,
di.' Banner and Mrs. Grace Yates to visit the Reading Therm where rmeracy tlinse other nat. s where degands
ar stitch two old and thin towels to- Wherever I may go.
secure, and, with it
wi-siii Fulton Saturday.
the Bible and authorized Christ- government dedi(ate
d to freedom of
gether to make. one gliod one
- - • --Or7\•• Waller Usry visited Mr. and ian Science literature may he read speech. freedom
of tile press, freedom
dinary string may be used to croROUTE THREE •
of religion and freedom of opportun
purchased or horn,- •••1
Cannon Wednesday.
n
ity.
T,
st , s• ted Meeting is going
While Europe endures the tragic conflict.
this ViPek.
Mr. rind Mrs. Paul Jew,: Brown on at
America
celebrate
this
s
simmer
Dade Pork Molts
Wo
!
'he 150th emliversary of a Constnut on
POI!1`3 jont'S ot
and Mr. :Ind M"s. W. .1. Kingston
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
•
of Wiltri
:! (who wit,
Big
announaed the principie that
.ten ia Arkansas Sunday.
nar•
For
Commereial-Appe:,7
Those that visited Mr. Ii1111
iople," would control cur
t•rtiv
t
?!•• feet
and
Louisville ('miner-Journal
.1m1 Wright Sumlzly were: Mr. and an1.1e-ii is some better at this writn:Ide
Put k, Ky.. Aug 1
115misville Times
deNvcii Mi iris :led son, Mr. ire
A. 13. Chandler of Kentucky has
What that principle can mean
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
denionstrat in our ests'aa.,iwci recoid
;I at Mrs. Arnold Mullins and familinen invited by James C
St. Louis Globe Democrat
of
ly, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Elliott and Annual ilidsouth Fair
national i.,ilnevernent and inilividual
president of the Dade Park Jockey
Chicago Ilerald-Lsailinier
family and Mrs. Elliott.
chili, to be present at the running well-being - a record which no FAM ist
Chicago American
Bigger this Fear of the $1.500 Governor's. handicap 4 r t'ommun, t state has even remotely
Mr. Bob Cannon has been quite
Chicago Tribune
:it Dade Park on Saturday, August approached.
ill for the past few days, but is
Ti e Mi.! Fot,th Fair. scheduled 14. and present the owner of the
Just Phone 753
.-orne better at this writing.
turing horse with a silver troNlr. and Mrs. J. M. Williams and for Memphis. September 13-18 inYou
JACK EDWARDS
will, in addition to its agri- phy. Two other governors if the Landis ran say one thing for the
N1r. and Mrs. Claud McNeil \ isited
When he starts to trim sae,
cultural
livestoc
and
11 estate
exhibits
k
.
territor
y, Gov. Het ry IC doesn't began by tolling
N1.• and M. P 11 C,.11.,,r Suo.
rrf`.-f•nt
..axth annual Rodeo each !haslet. of
and G
M C. how nice you are.
afternoisi and evenins in front of 'Townsend of Indiana. have also
•sams papun son Sq plait Sr
n invited I
the grand ,arind bringing bigger atw tors,: Oa running
.•..,IIan in the oast Ls:tory
1 1"r1 at Ile J° J1n11
the handicap at ore mite for PIAQSA alit In ,
.4.0.
k
'-iae-yearadd, and ss'sard
Fr iii California to Maine the Rorftworwimerw.'Imasiminmea
Dade Park will have :t • in:
d,lapally becoming the great- noral on Salsr,ss
.
.1 ceuraie
4A.*
el r:di witdoor eetertainmenis.
continuaSeptern
As,"ePtInL: this as a fact, pre,:idf•Ht
il'ORK.111.VSIIIP
• Ilaymond Skinner :Ind Manager
(•re have lo
.
At Low Cast
•
.Fr sok Fuller have announced that hir stables till- v, a th,t my
'zags;
they will combine three great Rm. iirevioUS time in the history of the 'Watches, (locks & Time Pieces
CLEAN AND WHITEt' -*
'1,, touts to give Mid-South Fair eack. Lester F.. Yeager. associate of All Kinds Accurately ReVb.
with Cabs, the Oxygen tooth powder w•
paired at low Cost by—
iti its tie finest
..ow they have manager. who has spent the last six
the hidden crevices between the teeth. Plev
witnessed
eeks
at
Dade
Park.
rays
the
raclag. Protects the gums and is economical n.
:1 V/)REWS
The Milt Hinkle -Texas Rangers •••.; plant will be in splendid
lOaleo- which has been playing to tion by the end of next week condiHMI I I: Y COMPANY
TRY CALOX AT OUR LEXP'
M,,ri,
•mtnense crowds in the north and than 200 thoroughbreds
What alox will do for your teeth is easily tient... • •
IIMONIMPIPla
ea,:t has teen signed along with the quartered at the track.arcReserva
you in your own horn* at our expense. Simply 1.,1
•. •
George Adams Rodeo of Bismark. tions have been asked for nuire
coupon with name and address and maii it to us. Yt•t: 11: t •
codes absolutely free•teat can of CALOX TOOTH
D. that played Memphis so suc- than 600 horses.
Powers
, slully in 1933 and 1934; while
the powder MOHO and more people are using every day.
Graham's Western Riders will come
VIM TRIAL COUPON
,•'•:lirt,*.• ,
BRIEF THOUGHTS
from Kansas with a remarkable ar•[•••
1‘1,-1(mon a Robbins. Inc., PstrAeld.Conn.
Dent A.N.F
•davore.
S.na nle • 10 day trial of CALOX TOOTH
ray s)1' juvenile performers. These
POWD1.12 at n
n•Proae to me. I will try It.
NI; ,
The Fulton man who keeps his
three combined units will make up
Nam.
what is expected to set a new high nose to the grindstone also usually
Addroa•
mark for Rodeo attractions in the manages, to keep it out of other
people's business.
entire south.
Another reason why people are
not interested in what you say is
because you are not interested
yourself.
to`,4
,/
If a Fulton man feels sorry for .
his wife and she feels sorry for ,
.t+t
I him then they both deserve what .
I they get.

A Tragic Anniversan

•

,
.
let
the other fellow describe his pun
and then keep your mewl, shut about yours.

*CLASSIFIED ADS°
NICE table and canning peaches
for sale. $1.00 and $1.25 per bushel Letcher A. Watkins, Crutchfield, Ky.

RE-ELECT

W.L.Hampton
STATE
REPRESENTATIVE
Of the First District

"A HOME MAN"
TRIED AND PROVEN

• , -'11.!:TENT—
:1vNFRAL AND
11111.I.A NCE
•,r1trICS

Phone 7

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME

1

11-

TO THE VOTERS OF
FULTON COUNTY

).,:akKowEisitozuwanszia.vianzarluanwawviv

HAVE YOU TAKEN
ADVANTAGE of the

LP

•

W A I, 7' E
C OST IC is asking for an endorsement for
re-election for Jailer, and by so doing his fine record
for tlw
past three and a half years is an open book. .Vol one
prisoner
has escaped during that time, and you always found
W ALTER
CROSTIC at his post performing his duties first and
for that
reason he has not been able to spend the time he
would like to
hare contacting ."te roters. To those who believ
e in clean,
honest and efficient officers to represent you, we
ask that you
inuestigate this man's whole life, and we assure you
that you
will not find one spot to blur his charade,- and
reputation.
And we ask every voter to conscientiou
sly considut.
WALT A' R CROSTIC for Jailer before
they cast t
vote on August TM.

MRS. J. C. YATES,
Lady Assistant.

;Of/AS TIMED 1E0 MILLION LIVES

•
411..

HORN BEAK •

LI

15% SAVINGS
ON

Kelly Springfield Tires
In the face of advancing prices we are offering a 15 per
cent REDUCTION on most si:es in KELLY-SPRINGFIEL
D
TIRES—IT WILL PAY l'OU TO SEE US BEFORE IOU
1111.

WAYS TO SAVE
I. Arntorrubber Kelly-Springfield Tires are guara nit td
for longer life and seriec.
1. And this outstanding tire value is noir offered at 1.5
pr cent off the list price.
COME IN TOD.41 BEFORE THIS SPECI.11.SALE CLOSES

Sponsored by Friends of
WALTER CROSTIC

ILLINOISOIL CO
H. C. SANS, Agent

sle

1"1'1,ToN COUNTY NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY
The Fulton County News
J. Paul Bashart, Men. Editor
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
lisPared as second class matter June
Mk 1933, at the post office at ninon,
Ity_ under the act of March 3, Mt
OBITUARIES, Cards of Thanks.
Rhassness Notices and Political Cards
alsarged at the rate of lc per word.
tbabecription Rates Radius of 30
Miles of Fulton $1.00 a Year. Elsere $1.50 a Year.

in all probability the results of the
mayor and council races here will
not be known until next Tuesday,
after the ballots in the county races
are counted.
It will be remembered that In
the last city election ballots cast in
the city of Fulton were counted early
in order that the results might be
known. This year with the election falling on Saturday, it will be
necessary to arrange for the election
commissioners to count Saturday
night and Sunday, or results will be
delayed until Tuesday. It is felt
that the people would like to know
the results as soon as possible, and
believe that arrangement can be
made for an early official count.
TIME TO END

POLMCAL
ANNOUNCEMENTS

rr

it

registertRI

In odwr 'vomits,

weather is largely a state ia
miud. Just as many people read a
medical ad and then imagine thes
have every symptom described m
it. So right now is a good time to
study that science called "the power
of mind over matters." One way
to start is to either throw the ther
mometer away, or refuse to consult
it and see if you are not really more '
comfortable than you are when y,i!*
keep a constant eye on it.
hot

ROADSIDE BEAUTY
It is a pleasure to learn that officials and residents in many sections of the country are beginning
to realize that roadside decorations
are becoming as asset and that the
expense of such highway beauty
treatments constitutes a fine investment. Now that we are determined to have beauty as well
as utility, our roadsides are beginning to look better.
Trees,
shrubs, flowers and grass are hiding
the marks of the shovel and the
pick. Wayside parks and picnic
places are multiplying. Eyesores
are becoming less numerous. Any
place that persists in making the
best of its surroundings is establishing a reputation for progressiveness that will always stand it in
good stead Any property owner
who tries to make the roading
leading past his place attractive
adds much to its value. It costs
little to plant trees and shrubs and
flowers, and the wisdom of doing
so will be reflected in property
values in the years on ahead.

With all due respect to those who
have lost their lives in stunt flyThe Fulton Ceninty News is auth- ing, it must by this time be aporised to announce the following parent to everyone that this type
eardidates for the various offices, of unnecessary risk of life should
eet to the action of the Demo- be stopped. If stunts were necesprimary in August, 1937.
sary to further the science of flying it would be different. But the
fact that the government some
For County Attorney
years ago banned stunt flying in
WOOD C. TIPTON, Jr.
army
planes indicates
that
it
neither aids science or adds any•
D. FRED WORTH
thing to flying skill.
For Sheriff
This day in time the average citizen around Fulton is not interestWARD MCLELLAN
ed in feats of daring in the air.
0. C. HENRY
Flying the oceans, looping the earth
or setting new speed and endurance
For Representative
records means little to the ordinary
W. L. HAMPTON
man. But when it becomes neces(Re-Election)
sary, or has been the case quite ofHARRY LEE WATERFIELD
ten, to call out whole fleets of
ocean-going vessels to search for a
For Magistrate of First District
lost aviator who was merely flyWORTHLESS BONDS
C. I. BOWERS
nig for notoriety or money, then
stunt flying assumes an entirely
With money circulating more
For County Court Clerk
different meaning. It becomes of freely than for a half-dozen years
CLARDIE L. HOLLAND
public interest then because the and many Americans again seekthousands of dollars necessary to ing methods of investing their savFor Tax Commissioner
operate the battleships and crui- ings. the foreign securities markets
J. P. JEFFRESS
sers while they are searching for are said to be once more attractthe lost aviator comes out of the ing attention. Evidently there is
For City Judge
pockets of the tax-paying public. nq' truth in the old assertion that
LON ADAMS
The immense sum required to "erburned child dreads the fire".
maintain such search could be used for there were certainly plenty of
For County Judge
In the navy to much better advant- people in this country burned on
•
CLAUDE L. WALKER
age. as the average man views it. foreign securities a few years preWhen a circus acrobat does his vious to 1929. Obviously there is
E. J. STAHR
stunts the government isn't called nothing that can be done to preFor Mayor
upon to hold a net under him. So vent people from buying foreign
when a stunt flyer strikes out to bonds if they wish to do so. It
R. C. PEEPLES
seek publicity and possibly some is their money they are investing.
PAUL DEMYER
easy money he should be warned, and if they want to risk losing it.
in advance that Uncle Sam is not that's their lookout. insofar as
For Cit-- Council
going to waste time and money the people of Fulton and surroundE. CLARENCE PICKERING
hunting for him in case he takes ing territory are concerned, howPAUL BUSHART
a tumble or gets lost. If the gov- ever. money is not yet plentiful
JOHN E. 31ELTON
ernment would adopt a rule to this enough to chance a single dollar of
K. R. LOWE
effect it would end stunt flying it on foreign securities. Uncle
In a hurry.
Sam's securities are still good, and
J. N. McNEILLY
the man who isn't satisfied with
T. T. BOAZ
THE THERMOMETER
the interest they pay deserves to be
E. N. DEMYER
stung.
H. H. BUGG
Say what you will, Fulton citiA. B. NEWHOUSE
THE GOSPEL TRUTH
zens who refuse to pay any attention to the thermometer and who
Speaking before an audience in
walk away when someone begins
THE ELECTION
to make warm weather compari- New York City recently Clayton
Rand, famous advertising expert,
The Democratic primary election sons are undoubtedly the most com- uttered these words of truth and
community.
will br• held Saturday, August 7th. fortable men in the are too few wisdom:
Due to our Kentucky election laws, The trouble is there
"There is nothing in print that
unless the votes in the Fulton city of their kind The average man has fireside appeal, influence or
lets
election are counted Saturday night, consults the thermometer and how
pulling power like the home-town
it work him into a state of
newspaper. In the aggregate it is
the greatest power in America.
The first line of American defense
is our army of 14.000 home-town
news-I:loess, and if the nation endures it will be because these hometown papers were kept strong. and
because in any hour of peril they
can be depended upon to carry the
word of warning to the people
that the enemy is within our gates.
While the metropolitan press is
218 Sccond Sired
Phone 15
still the great reflector of public
thought and opinion, the crossroads press of America is still the
AMBULANCE SERVICE
motor of it. and still America's
greatest safeguard against enemies
both
within and without her
boundary lines."
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MORE EGG MONEY
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Star
Performer

Housewives around Fulton who
depend upon hens for their pin
money as well as those who go at
poultry raising on a large scale
will be cheered by a new agricultural forecast that good profits are
going to result from the sale of
chickens and eggs next fall. Food
prices probably will decline. the
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QUEEN CHOICE
BROWDER'S SPECIAL
SUPERBA OR PEERLESS
MADE RI
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months
Thcre are 13 liercent few is young chickens in the country at
this time than a year ago, alai on
this they largely base their prediction of better times for those
who sell poultry tend eggs. In
times past it has been found that
poultry forecasts made by the department have been correct and
conservative, so those who go in for
the sale of chickens and eggs will
no doubt be justified in taking on
a brood smile. It may not be the
kind of news the consumer likes
to hear, but he will cheerfully accept any reasonable increase in
chicken and egg prices because he
knows that this kind of money usually stays pretty close to home.

•Pleked Up About Town
_—
Doran Colley says this is the season of the year when chiggers,
mosquitoes and poison ivy teach
us to start from scratch.
"Another thing this country
needs," declares John Melton "are
people who won't get hot under the
collar without first working up a
sweat."
Nothing can be made to sound
more profane than the way some fellows honk an auto horn.
According to Bonnie Copeland the
wise man alsveys uses his ears and
not his eyes when he is selecting
a wife.
"Doc" Read says the family may
still be arguing when and where the
vacation will be spent, but only because Mother has not seen fit to
speak.
The only people nowaday who
wake up and find themselves rich
are professional boxers.
And now we have reached the
time of year, according to C. L.
Gardner when all the empty jars and
glasses make their annual trip out
of the cellar.
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Racehorses at Newmarket, Engof Detroit. Michigan is t tiling her sis- land will be supplied with gas
mask&
ter. Mrs Ralph Brady,
South America has banned all big
Mr. and Mrs, Harold White are
the proud parents of a baby boy game hunting in national parks.
It cost the government $1.44 for
born Wednesday. July 27.
Maley Phials spent Monday each $1 00 of revenue it collected
last year.
night with Christine Cardwell.
Norway furnishes the U. S. sixty
Alberta Bard spent the latter
part of last week in Fulton visit- percent of its cod liver oil.
There are 411,208,310 pieces of the
ing her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
old large size currency still in cirJ T. Bard.
Miss Eunice McAlister is spend- culation.
Mental shocks to children may be
ing a few days with her sister,
as harmful as physical injuries.
Mrs, John Binkley.
David Phelps attended 4-11 camp Illedletll experts say.
Brazil is attempting for the first
last week held in Calloway County, and was selected as one of the time to supply its own needs for
cigarette paper
star campers.
Taxes on 42,120,290 parks of playing cards were paid to the govern•Brlef Thoughts•
ment last year.
France imported American Fishing
A species of stingless bees has tackle to the value of $42,694 in
been found in South America.
1936.
Fred poisoning in live stock us11111111111111111111111111EIHNHEIIIIIIIIIIIIIMEN1111111
ually occurs in the spring.
Spoiled silage can be detected by
the dark color.
The only antimony smelter in the
U. S. is at Laredo, Texas.
Roses for the making of perfume
are grown extensively in Arkansas.
Chile supplies from its nitrate
fields ai(d
b
)oitinte. 90 percent of the
world's
The Mississippi river forms the
entire eastern boundary line of
Missouri for 500 miles.
The western pine beetle destroys
more merchantable timber than forest fires.
The first wire fencing for farms
Of the First District
in the U. S. was sold in 1874.
Five million rats were killed in
India last year in a campaign against plague.
The government has printed over
two billion liquor stamps since the
1-1:11:1) 1 VD PROVFA
repeal of prohibition.
The Bible has been translated, in
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[NON NEWS
Miss Maloy Pharis spent Tues.
dya night and Wednesday with Mrs.
Leroy Dewese.
Mrs. Fred Moss and daughters.
Lucile and Mildred of Detroit.
Michigan. and Mrs. Charley Moss
and children of Columbus, Ky,
.
spent Thursday with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Bard and family.
Mrs. L T Pharis visited Mrs.
Porter Ellis Wednesday afternoon.
Mr. Jesse Bushart who has been
in Outwood Veteran Hospital at
Dawson Springs, Ky., has returned
much improved.
Pewitts school started Monday
with Mrs. Richard McAlister, teacher.
A baby girl was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Bushart Saturday morning.
Mrs. Porter Ellis and daughter

VOTE FOR

MYATT
JOHNSON
OF FULTON COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY
AUGUST 7, 1937.

OUCH!
THERE'S
THAT PAIN
AGAIN

sas

IS THE
TIME!
Build - Remodel
Repair - Redecorate
DO IT NOW, while labor and materials are

1fIr

oes.

•

still moderately priced. You can build or repair
now and rest secure in the knowledge that your
investment will be well protected.
We can supply you with first quality BUILDING MATERIALS to make your building or
remodeling job one of lasting pride and sat is-

gas
dap •

faction. Estimates and advice on your building
problems without obligation.
Leaky ioofs and other repair jobs should be done
while pleasant weather makes outside work
easy.

4.•

Paint and decorate with quality paints that
will save you money because they spread evenly
and go farther: and also because they give
Why Suffer Longer Than Necessary?
Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills Relieve Quickly
put you back on your feet
again "rarin' to go".
DR. MILES ANTI - PAIN
PILLS act quickly. You don't
have to wait forty minutes to
an hour for them to take effect
as is the case with many analgesics. You'll get action in from
ten to twenty minutes.
DR. MILES ANTI - PAIN
PILLS are pleasant to take,
handy to carry, prompt and effective in action, and do not
upset the stomach. Their cost
is small. One, or at most, two,
is usually sufficient to relieve.
for /Se
IIIS he PAL

BROWDER MILLING CO.

is*

longer protection to your property.

"REMEMBER THE LUMBER NUMBER -320

W.P.Murrell
Lumber Co.
Nits'AR FREIGHT DEPOT—SOUTH FULTON

RIMIllrommwormor..4,

I''''
11
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As George Alley sees it, the political bee that buzzles in many bonnets is a bum-bug.

FOR SHERIFF

DR MILES ANTI - PAiN
PILLS were made for just one
purpose—to relieve pain. Users
write that they "work like
magic". They contain an effective, quick-acting, analgesic
—pain reliever.
Try Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
before you lose R day's work—
and pay—or break a social engagement because of HEADACHE, MUSCULAR. PERIODIC, OR NEURALGIC PAINS.
They may be just what you
need to relieve your pain and
lit your Dnig Store
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"The postoffice department is becoming so particular," asserts Doc
Hughes "that pork for the politicans will soon be the only food it
will let go through the mails."

Out
performance in flour is the result of a careful selection I d. Matt'Fia 1 aillStak ing preparation and expert supervision.
Nearly a third of a century ago, Browth..
Flour was introduced to housewives of this section. The fact that it has been gaining favor
ever since is proof that it is truly a star performer in the kitchen.
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Saturday.
August 28th, polls
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tween Mt•mphis and Coital have the
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hut 1 111/111'1 1./111' at a height alsivr
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iliworttitety of going over the very i ItiM to 0,1111111MMiiiitl 1111 situ• 1 11+111111f. mil, was II. W. Ramsey, MOMsit for a young nom mit solely !ground wile!e tilsI.N are ordinarily I um 9 A M. until 4 P M and oftRili l711111, WtIN established directly now 11:1 years old,
a life-long resi- fin' I In, fun id going along with cot It took twelve long steps to fiend ballotx will be provided for
giAiiind town which the fii•st Union Iii
I,155
the river near itelneint dent of Columbus and the oldest his friends.
campaign to invade the South W(14
mile it at its base hugging as elope- members to elect a Director to r•planned in the early days of the Mo, but the Union forces evidently man in the town. The next day
He was captured and taken to ly as possible to the tree while pruner: their district for the coming
believed
to
be
it
oc.
of
army
an
after
the battle he went across the
Civil War When you leave the cupation
7.•r.sr
rather that of isolation river to see how things looked over Cairo, where his narrow escape was stepping the distance.
highway at Clinton, Ky , and drive
The battlefield is nothing morel Eleven niembers are elected anthe source of considerable wonder
it
and
here
was
the
that
only
there.
Gen
Grant
had sent men and comment, somuch that Geri
over to Columbus, you have reach- fighting
a typical Mississippi river bot- nually to direct the affairs of the
ed the scene of the very beginning bus took in the vicinity of Colum- iiiider a truce to bury their dead Grant, shook hands with him and Horn country, mostly cleared land ' Pool, which has a membership of 0,place.
and
Mr.
Ramsey
states
that lie saw
of the military operations that intune along 400 farmers in the eight counties
(len. Grant moved down from one Union soldier stop and gaze invited him to join the Union ai my. I except the usual strip
the river bank and the sloughs west of the Tennessee River in Kencluded Fort Henry, Fort Donselson, Cairo
Nov. 6, 1861, with 3,000 intently for a moment and then ex- Mr. Ivy helped to clear up the ru- , and
small lakes As you ride back tucky and in Henry, Obion and
Shiloh, Corinth, Holly Springs and men and stopped the boats
mor
Cairo that Gen. Pillow's
that claim, "My God, it's my brother." horse at
on down through Mississippi to night on the Kentucky
had
after you have Weakley Counties in Tennessee.
been captured Gen. from the river
side
several
The
dead
man
was
Confederate
a
- - Pillow's adjutant was riding a very gone II considerable distance, you
Vicksburg. To those interested in miles upstream from Columbus
- and
soldier.
It cost the postoffice deportment
spirited chesnut horse with flaxen t-an catch occasional glimpses of
the history of our country, the trip the morning of November 7 crossbetween
At
five
the
and six million dollen
same time Gen. Grant mane and tail, It horse so unusual the perpendicular walls of the clay
to Columbus is well worth while. ed over and landed on the Missouri
Columbus once the proposed lo- shore about four miles above Bel- moved on Belmont the Union com- both ill coloring and action that left after the caving in of part of to handle the mail at Xmas time.
mander
-----at
the
he
Paducah
high hill on which the old fort ,
attracted attention. In the exsent troops in
gical it for the national capital, mont. In his Memories he tells WI
Subscribe to THE NEWS
was the Confederacy's "Gibraltar that when he left Cairo he had no the direction of Columbus, which citement of the battle the horse was located A pleasing sight to
led
Geri.
look
their
from these bottom lands to the
here
threw
Polk
the adjutant and ran into
of the West," and from
to believe they
definite operations planned, but
line extended eastward to Cumber- that his men had been more or less meant to attack him from the land the Union lines and was caught and blue Mb; over on the Kentucky
land Gap. The State of Kentucky, drilled in their camp at Cairo and side, so he sent troops out in the taken to Cairo. Mr. Ivy was ex- shore.
FIRST CLASS
I
In Cairo, down near the lower
like Missouri, tried to remain ne- he knew they were expecting ac- direction of Paducah to find out changed in time to get to Fort Doutral and the presence of troops tion of some kind. The Confeder- just what was being done. Along nelson in February, 1862, but he end of the town and facing the
from either side Was the source of ate camp at Belmont seemed the with them went a sixteen year old never went visiting again during Ohio river, stands the Halliday
hotel, a building as intimately asmore or less heated discussion. logical place to try out the new soldier who had enlisted at Sikes- the war.
After the occupation of Columbus troops so they went and measured ton, Mo, F M. Crosno of Crosno,
Columbus has moved to the top sociated with Columbus and Belby the Confederates, Jefferson by the other conflicts of the early Mo., now 88 years old and living of the bluff. The river cut away mont as the Cherry home at Savan.--Davis wrote Gem Polk that-----"ne- days of the war, a rather severe en- on his plantation almost in sight most of the old town site and part nah is with Shiloh. It was In this
cessity justified it " but before gagement took place. Gen. Grant of the battle field. After the war of the high hill on top of which hotel that Gen. Grant had
,is
iko
#
•
Gen Buckner had entered the Con- had a horse shot from under him he settled in the Belmont country the siege guns were placed. An headquarters from Sept. 4, 1/161 un•
federate Service he visited Gen. early in the battle This was the and became one of its largest land- object of great interest in Colum- tit his departure for Fort Henry
Polk and tried to get tem to with- beginning of his Civil War career owners. Mr. Crown) is the only but today is ii huge anchor un- Feb. 2, 1862, For
years Gen.
draw his army from Kentucky„ and probably would have been the surviving Confederate veteran in covered after the high water of Grant's room, the slave and prison
%lb
but was not successful. Being a ending had some Confederate sold- his neighborhood who took part in 1927. This old anchor held the dungeons under the ride walks in
border state, naturally opinions ier fired oil him when he rode out the operations around Columbus. chain placed across the Mississippi front of the building, were ore
differed and families were divided alone into a cornfield that after- He was back in the fort the next river to bar the approach of Ire-, served.
If you can look back through alin their views, some going to one noon In his memoirs he makes morning after the battle and re- deral gunboats. The anchor and
side and some to the other, each the statement that the next day he members the disaster caused by several feet of chain are now dis-'most three quarter of a century and
All Worl: Giza;ahleed
have
the
I
the imagination to vision
bursting of the "Lady Polk, played in a prominent place on the
equally certain they were right.
saw a vonfederate officer on a truce
—ON
'things
one
of
the
just
big
as they were then, you
guns which had been main street of the new town. In
Gen. Polk moved his troops to boat who had seen him in the cornColumbus. Sept. 3, 1861. Strong field and had heard an officer tell left loaded all night when fired the front of the hotel overlooking the: will come away from Columbus
WATCHES
lines of earthworks were thrown Iiis men: "There is a Yankee—you next day it burst with frightful river it was original!y intended to with the feeling that you have been
defend, stands the only one of the in close contract with the men who
up and siege guns of the largest may try your marksmanship on consequences.
CLOCKS
had a major part in the shaping of
R. I. Ivy, the 91 year old Con- siege guns left in Columbus.
• calibre placed in a fort command- him if you wish." Not a gun was
the course of human events in thi
federate veteran of Memphis, was
• ing the river front. Yet with all fired.
RING'S
and
There is nothing left today to great country
of ours, of which wi•
this prepration and concentration
The siege guns in Columbus were at Columbus visiting his brother show you where Belmont once
are
justly
proud,
regardless
SPECTAC
of
the
LES
of forces, Columbus was evacuated not used until after the Confederate and had gone to get his pass back stood except an old concrete grain
color of thc unifinms if our father
after the fall of Fort Donelson in camp
Belmont
at
had
been to his own camp when he was told elevator. The railroad has been
February of the following year captured and set on fire. Not un- there might be something doing torn up back to the levee at Crosno and grandfathers, for some of them
A Full Line of Watch
without a gun having been fired til this happened could they know over across the river, so he decided about three miles away. There is wore the Blue and some of them
in its defence. Both armies soon over in Columbus that their com- to stay and go along with several nothing to indicate where the battle the Gray.
Crystals Carried
learned that the concentration of rades had been routed. Reinforce- of his friends from Somerville. The was fought or that there ever had
WESTERN DARK FIRED POOL
large forces in fortifications was of ments were hurriedly ferried over troops he had gone with were re- been a battle here except a
REASONABLE PRICES
fee',
TO ELECT DIRECTORS
very little use and this practice and Gen. Grant barely had time to reeding cautiously through a field cottonwood trees with their tops
was discontinued.
However, at get back to his boat. In the ex- grown up in rank weeds when sud- shot out. One of these stands near
Murray. K.,
K)- July 26th M.m
this time, Columbus was consider- citement and confusion of capturing denly the 7th Iowa, as he remem- the road leading from the
ersisloc
DarkFired Tobacco
( )
tirearZ
ed impregnable so the Union army their first enemy camp. the Union bers it, rose up a few yards in front landing back to the levee andferry (,f the WestA
ber
s
G
o
w
e
Office at Crockett (,rixery
and navy moved over to the Ten- army came very near beim/ sur- of them and fired. But few men ing in the most favorable location
County,
Kentucky
iatain
od
n Ob
inion F
nessee and Cumberland rivers and rounded and cut off from their were left not killed or wounded. of any of the trees is pointed
gu
tonnOpposite Browder Mill
out
,
ty.
Tennessee
will meet at 2 P. M.
▪
pierced the Confederate line near transports.
Mr. Ivy was not hit but afterward! to you as about in line with the
115 State Line Street.
Saturday,
August
14th to nominate
its center, thus taking away from
Sitting high up in a tree on the F,tind thirteen bullet holes in his heaviest fire from the siege guns. I
candidates for Directors. The meetColumbus any military advantage, edge of the river bluff, like Zac-
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DOTTY SHOP

Fulton's GREATEST
Advertising Medium

Fulton News
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Only those who advertise in the Fulton
County News know its real worth as an advertising medium. It goes into more rural homes
than any other medium in the Fulton trade territory. The News is doing more to bring trade to
Fulton than all other combined sources. The
News is recognized by the people of the surrounding country as the best community and
farm paper published for this territory. It contains not only home news, but carries a lot of
features, such as a serial story, comics, news
from Washington, columns of fashion, and special interest.
The majority of people who livc in Fulton
do not realize what such a paper is to the town
but it' they place an advertisement in its column
they can readily see the results. Go out in th,
country and see for yourself how The New stands in the rural districts.
Merchants have found it is an uphill business to get the cream of business unless they advertise their wares and let the people know when
they have bargains for them.

to

IF YOUR ADVERTISEMENT IS NOT IN
THE NEWS THAT ACCOUNTS FOR THE
DULL TIMES AROUND YOUR PLACE.If you
do not have time to get up your advertisement—
call 470—we will be glad to help you and furnish
illustrations that will make them appealing.

Final
Summer
Clearance

Starts FRIDAY
PRICES CUT TO RIBBONS FOR QUICK SELLING
•15/1 COTTON It t,'-11

.s1'1( / 1/... ."

FROCKS

SANDALS

AT TRE.WEND01 .. .1 V1NGS!
• THREE GRU('PS!

The Fulton County News
Your Farm and Home Paper—Superior Corerage and News Interest

there are 61 pairs left$
-d mid-summer 'antals in yellow, red.
reen and pink. Brokn sitcs--regular 51.99
dues at

(11,0771.
OUR REGULAR
U AU
Frocks
$1
Voiles, Shantungs,
Piques, Swisses

•avy and brown
twill. Fast color,
overall slacks 11
Si). Ideal for a:v..1
(ion'. now

SPECI.1L.'
OUR BETTER
COTTONS
$2.98 and $3.98
Frocks, go at

STRAW AND FELT

HATS
31'ST 104 LEFT'

59c

In this group you will find fine voiles--tied
dot swirries--imported linens--silk embroider
ed eyelets--silk ahantungs. These are real
values at this low price.

SPECIAL!!
!

Saturday Vorning Only $1

200 COTTON 2
SEERSUCKERS for

DRESSES
Yellow, Pink,
$
Thistle, Regular
$1.98 Val., now

./
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DRESSES
THAT WILL GO QUICK AT

$1.88
$2.88

SLACKS

4Hisiiimwoossgsm.
'1111
.
111Willrerbootssosm*.

maitamommamit
•JUST 81 SILK

SPECIAL.'

il and :71..19
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SHOES
GOING ON SALE! SAVE
A quality sale of good $
shoes. Scores of styles
but not all sizes in
every style. These are
our $2.99 and $3.95
shoes priced to clear at
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Friday at 2 P. M.
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The driving records of 981 high
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4. FIRESTONE GIVES
YOU SO MUCH
\ Extra Value at
lel No Extra Cost

1.•••

YOU GET EXTRA
PROTECTION
AGAINST
BLOWOUTS- eight
extra pounds of rubber
arc adJed to every IN
pounds of cord by the
Firestone patented Gum.
Dipping process. By this
process every fiber in
every cord in every ply is
saturated with liquid rubber.
This counteracts dangerous
Internal friction and heat Oust
Ordinarily destroy tire life.
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Thc traffic in obscene matter
through the mails is a milliondollar-a-year business.
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Come and get a trial bottle
today for fine on our money'
guarantee.
Its

302 Willnut St., Fulton, Ky
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Station

"We have just opened the setvice
station, located on the corner of
Depot and Fourth streets, across
from the new factory building lot
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MOTORISTS HAVING TROUBLE
Usti-swiss Wt.( of Fin•ste-
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